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This paper examines a class of commutative rings which includes the zero- 
dimensional rings, in particular, semilocal rings and von Neumann regular rings. 
It is shown that this class of rings allows the development of the basic theory 
of free symmetric inner product spaces and their orthogonal groups, e.g., 
diagonalization of forms, Witt cancellation, and the generators, transitivity, 
and commutator properties of the orthogonal group. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Much of the theory of free symmetric inner product spaces and their ortho- 
gonal groups over fields has been found to extend to local and semilocal rings 
(see [l-6, 9-10, 14, 17-28, 32-341). H owever, the basic technique over a local 
or semilocal ring is to reduce modulo the radical and then lift the results for a 
field or direct sum of fields back through the radical. The purpose of this paper is 
to determine a ring theoretic property which is possessed by a class of rings 
including semilocal rings and allows the development of the basic theory of free 
symmetric inner product spaces and their orthogonal groups without reducing 
to the field case. The class of rings is shown in Section 2 to be much larger than 
the class of semilocal rings. The approach to the ring theoretic condition involved 
slightly modifying Bass’s definition of “1 is in the stable range” of a com- 
mutative ring. We give an equationally defined condition in Section 2 which 
essentially implies the existence of lots of units of a desired form in the ring. The 
rings possessing the described property are called “full’‘-full of units. This 
paper is built around the computations in the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 4.2 
which show that, given the fullness condition, we may diagonalize free symmetric 
inner product spaces and the orthogonal group over a full ring is transitive on 
unimodular vectors of the same norm, respectively. 
Briefly, Section 2 examines the ring theoretic properties of the “full” con- 
dition; Section 3 shows that symmetric inner product spaces over a full ring are 
diagonalizable and split spaces are direct sums of hyperbolic planes; Section 4 
examines the orthogonal group of a symmetric inner product space of hyperbolic 
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rank 31. In this section, as noted above, the fullness condition implies the 
orthogonal group is transitive on unimodular vectors of the same norm. This 
opens the door, since from this we can describe the generators, surjectivity, 
and center of the orthogonal group. Then, the generators allow a description of 
the commutator subgroup as the Eichler subgroup. 
2. STABLE AND FULL RINGS 
The purpose of this section is to describe conditions on rings (which are 
possessed by local and semilocal rings) which will allow the basic theory of the 
general linear and orthogonal groups to be developed. 
All rings are commutative. If R is a ring, then R* denotes the group of units of R. 
We assume throughout that 2 is a unit. In the early work this hypothesis on 2 
may often be omitted; however, it is crucial to the theory of the orthogonal 
group. 
A ring R is called n stable for a positive integer n if for every set of n + 1 
elements a, /31 ,..., /3n in R with (01, pi ,..., /3J = R, then there exist wi ,..., w, 
in R with 
a + wIp, + ... $ w$, = unit. 
A ring R is stable if A is n-stable for every n > 1. 
We say that a ring R is n-full (“full” was selected since these rings are full of 
units) if for every set of 2n + 1 elements 01, p, ,..., & , 6, ,..., a,, in R with 
(a, PI >“., A, , 6, ,..., 6,) = R then there exist wi ,..., w, in R with 
(Y. + &wl + *** + /&w,, + 6,~0,~ + ... + 6,w,,” = unit. 
A ring R is fdl if R is n-full for every n 2 1. 
Observe n-full implies n-stable since 6, ,..., 6, may be taken to be zero. 
Further, if R is n-stable (n-full) then R is m-stable (m-full) for 1 < m < n. It is 
also straightforward to check that if A is l-stable then R is n stable for n 3 1. 
Hence any n stable ring is stable. Stability may be stated as: whenever oi and fi 
are in R with R = (01, /3) then there is an w in R with 01 + C@ = unit. This is 
precisely Bass’s [7] condition that R has “1 in its stable range.” We chose the 
above definition of n-stable since it more adequately reflects the extension to the 
concept of n-full. 
As noted above, n full implies m-full for 1 < m < n. We now show l-full 
implies n-full for any n > 1. Thus, if R is n-stable (n-full) for any n then R if 
stable (full). 
2.1 LEMMA. Let R be l-full. Then R is n-full for all n > 1. 
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Proof. Assume that for any a, ,6,6 in R with (01, #?, 6) = R there is an w with 
ci+pul+sw2= unit, i.e., R is l-full. 
Let 01, PI ,..., fi,, , 6, ,..., 6 be in R with (a, & ,..., /Ill , 6, ,..., 6 ) = R. Then, 
for suitable a, b, , . . . , b, , dl ,. , d, , we have 
Since R is l-full (and this implies table), there is a 6 with 
01 + b f; bi& + c d&j = unit. 
i 
Let 6i = bbi , C$ = 6di . Then 
t 
n-1 n-1 
a+ 1 bipi + 2 &s, + 6,~~ + &an = unit. 
i=l i=l 1 
Since R is l-full, there is an element, say W, , with 
Now reassociate, and repeat argument on 6,&-r + &rS,-, to manufacture 
~,-r . After n steps, we have wr ,..., W with 
Our next purpose is to provide examples of rings which are full and stable. 
Since the class of stable (full) rings is equationally defined we have the following 
result. 
2.2 PROPOSITION. If R, is stab2e (fuzz) for each h in an index set A, then the 
product n,,En R,, is stable (fun). 
A similar straightforward argument will apply to direct limits. 
2.3 PROPOSITION. Let {R,} be a directed system of stable (full) rings. Then the 
direct limit l&g R, is stable (full). 
2.4 THEOREM. Let Rad(R) denote the Jacobson radical of R. If R/Rad(R) is 
stable (fd) then R z’s tabZe (fd). 
Proof (“full” case). L t e oi, f3, S be in R with (01, ,6, S) = R. Let V: R --j 
R/Rad(R). Since R/Rad(R) is full, there is an 6 in R/Rad(R) with rroi f W(z$) + 
us = U; @a unit. Let w, u be in R with xu = ii and nw = ti. Then OL + W@ i- 
~26 = u + j where j is in Rad(R). Since n-u = ii is a unit, there is a y in R with 
(U +j)y = 1 + t with t in Rad(R). But 1 + t is a unit. Hence u ‘j is a unit. 
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Since a field is full (note a polynomial of degree 2 over a field has no more 
zeroes than its degree), combining 2.2 and 2.4 gives the following corollary. 
2.5. COROLLARY. A semilocal ring is stable (full). 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let R be stable (full) and A # R an ideal of R. Then: 
(a) R/A is stable (fun). 
(b) The canonical ring morphism rr: R - R/A induces a surjective group 
morphism R* + (R/A)*. 
Proof. Statement (a) is straightforward. To show (b), let rru be a unit in R/A. 
Then there is a v in R with n-unv = 1. Thus uv + a = 1 for some a in A and, 
consequently, there is a b with u + ba = w where w is a unit. Clearly VU! = ti. 
We next show that von Neumann regular ings are both full and stable. This 
involves the Pierce representation fa von Neumann ring as cross-sections of a 
sheaf of fields over a Boolean space (see [31, pp. 4411). 
Let 2 be a sheaf of full rings over a Boolean space X. Let R denote the ring of 
cross sections. Suppose ur , u2 , (~a re in R with (ur , ua , u3) = R. Then there 
exist /I, ,& , & in R with /3,u, + fizu2 + &a3 = 1. Then, for each point x in the 
base space X, we have /J(x) ur(x) + pa(x) us(x) + pa(x) us(x) = 1, in the stalk 
R, above x. But R, is full. Thus, there is W+ in R, with ur(x) + u2(x)wg + 
u2(x)w,2 = u, where u, is a unit in R, . By 3.2(b) and Lemma 3.3 of [31], there 
exist Q-, u, and v in R with T(X) = wz , u(x) = u, , and V(X) = u;‘. Then, 
(v(ur + a27 + UNTO)) = 1, and by 3.2(e) of [31] there is an open neighborhood 
N, of x in X such that 
Mu1 + (JZT + %T2))(Y) = 1, 
for ally in iV, . The family {Nz}zEx cover X and by the partition property there is 
a finite disjoint subcollection fopen-closed subsets which cover X. By patching 
together the appropriate sections above each of these sets, we obtain a ? in R 
with ur + u2? + U,F~ = unit. An argument analogous to the above will handle 
the stable case. 
2.7 THEOREM. The ring of cross sections of a sheaf of stable (full) rings over 
a Boolean space is stable (ful2). 
2.8 COROLLARY. A von Neumann regular ring is stable (full). 
Proof. A von Neumann regular ing may be represented as the ring of cross- 
sections of a sheaf of fields over a Boolean space. 
2.9 THEOREM. A zero-dimensional ring is stable (full). 
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Proof. Goodearl and Warfield in [16] show that a commutative ring R is 
zero dimensional if and only if Rad(R) is nil and R/Rad(R) is von Neumann 
regular. Combining 2.8 with 2.4 gives the theorem. 
We next give an example of a ring which is neither full nor stable. Let R be 
any commutative ring and R[X] be the polynomial ring over R. Then R[X] is 
not stable (hence not full). To show this, consider 01 = 1 + X and B = X2 in 
R[XJ. Then (01, /3) = R[X] since 1 = (1 1 X)(1 -- X) + X2. However, by 
checking degrees, there is no polynomialf with (1 -+ X) + X2f a unit in R[X]. 
On the other hand, if R is stable (full) then the formal power series R[[X]] is 
stable (full). 
2.10 PROPOSITION. If R is stable (full), then R[[X]] is stable (full). 
Proof (“full” case). Let (f, g, h) = R[[Xj]. Then there are N, ,& 6 in 
R[[X’J] with af + pg + 6h = 1. Then 1 = aof0 + ,$,g,, + 6,h, where 01~ is the 
constant coefficient of 01, etc. Since R is full, find an w withf, + g,w + h,$ = u 
(unit). But w is in R[[Xj] andf + gw + hu2 = u + Cial u,Xi. This finishes the 
proof since a power serties is a unit if and only if its constant coefficient is a unit. 
Let R be any commutative ring. Iff = Cy=, a,Xi is in R[X], recall the content 
off, c(f) = (a, 1% ,...> a,) and thatf is primitive if c( f ) = R. Let S denote the 
set of primitive polynomials in R[X]. Then [30, pp. 17-181 S is a multiplicativelp 
closed subset of R[X] containing no zero divisors. Let R(X) denote S-lR[X]. 
2.11 THEOREM. Let R be a commutative ring. Then R(X) is stable (full). 
Proof. By clearing denominators, we may assume we havefi , fi ,fs in R[X] 
with (fi ,fi ,fJ = R(X). 
Thus, there exist a, , a2 , a3 and b, , b, , b, in R[X] with z(q/bJf, : 1 in 
R(X). Then (a,b,b,)f, + (a,blb,)f, + (a,b,b,)f, = b,b,b, , Then c(b,b,b,) =
c(bl)c(b2)c(b.J = R Suppose deg(fJ = mi c(fJ = Aj Then A, + A, + il, = R. 
Let s be a positive integer with s > 2 max{m, , m2 , m,}. Consider g = 
f, + fiXs + f3Xz8. The coefficients of g will be a union of the coefficients of 
fi , fi , and f3. Hence c(g) = A, I A, f A, = R and g is a unit in R(X). 
2.12 COROLLARY. Every commutative ring is a subring of a stable (full) ring. 
Proof. Observe R C R(X) and apply 2.11. 
3. INNER PRODUCT SPACES AND FULL RINGS 
The structure theory for the general linear group over a stable ring is given by 
Bass in [7]. We will be concerned with inner product spaces and their orthogonal 
groups over full rings. 
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Throughout this section we will assume I’ is a free space of dimension n over 
a full ring R. Further, we assume V possesses a symmetric inner product 
/I: V x V+ R, i.e., /3 is an R-bilinear form on V, p(x, y) = fl(y, X) and 
d,: V-t V* = Hom,(V, R) by d,(x)(y) = /3(x, y) is an R-isomorphism. We 
will use the basic terminology and facts on symmetric inner product spaces over 
commutative rings as given by Milnor in Chapter I of [29] or Chapter III of [27]. 
Let S be a commutative ring and M a finitely generated projective S-module. 
The module M is called st&yfree if there exist finitely generated free S-modules 
Fl andF, with M @ Fl = F, . It can be shown [15, p. 16; 8, p. 2; 35; pp. 188-1961 
that “Every stably free projective is free” is equivalent o “For every subset 
@l ,..., a ,} of S with (al ,..., a ) = S, then there is an n x n matrix A having 
determinant a unit and first row (a1 ,..., a ).” It is a straightforward calculation 
to show this matrix condition is valid for stable rings. This gives the following 
useful lemma. 
3.1 LEMMA. A stably free projective module over a stable ring is free. 
3.2 THEOREM. Let R be a full ring in which 2 is a unit. Then 
v= (Ul) -L ... I (%I> 
where u1 ,..., u, are units in R. 
Proof. (The matrix computation in this proof was the motivation for the 
definition of “full” ring.) The proof is by induction on the dimension of V. If 
n = 1 (n = dim(V)), the result is immediate. Let (e, ,..., e } be a basis for V and 
let B = [&I where ,Q = /J(ei , ej). Then 
where b = [/3,, ,..., filn] and D is an (n - 1) x (n - 1) block. Since p is an 
inner product, the determinant of B, det(B), is a unit. Consequently, the 
elements of each column generate R and, in particular, using the second 
column (rS12 , A2 ,..., &J = R. Since R is stable, there exist wg ,..., W with 
fir2 + ~&a + ... + ~$,a = v where v is a unit. Let x = [ws ,,.., w,]. Then 
where a = ,Q + bxt + xbt + xDxt. Then 
b + XD = [Pm ,‘.-> An] + [wz ,..., wn]D = [b, ,..., b,] 
and, by the choice of x, b, is a unit. 
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Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume B = [;s,d has the 
property that /Ii2 (also ,Q is a unit. Since /3rs is a unit, R = (,!3ll , PI2 , /?,&. 
Since 2 is a unit, R = (& , 2/3,, /I&. The ring R is full, and thus there is a y 
in R with /3n + 2&y + /3azy2 = u where u is a unit. Then 
Thus, after a suitable change of basis, we may assume the matrix B = [&] has 
/3i, = u a unit. If {fi ,..., fn} is the basis of I’ having & = /3(fi ,fi) and flrr = u, 
thenf, is nonisotropic, i.e., p(fi ,fJ is a unit, and by [29, (3.2)] 
V = Rfi I WJ’ = <u> -L VW. 
Since Rfi is free, we have (Rfl)l stably free. By 3.1 (Rf# is free. Hence (Rf#- 
with j = /3 I(Rf,)LX(Rf,)l is a free symmetric inner product space of dimension 
n - 1. The proof follows by induction. 
A basis {er ,..., e } of a free symmetric inner product space (I’, /3) giving rise 
to an orthogonal decomposition as given in 4.1, i.e., fl(ei, ei) = ui and /3(ei, ej) = 0 
for i # i, is called an orthogona2 basis for V. 
Let (V, /3) be a free symmetric inner product space. A direct summand W of V 
is totally isotropic if /3(w, w) = 0 for all w in W. Further, V is split if V contains a
totally isotropic summand W with W = Wl. 
Suppose dim(V) = 2 and V has a basis {e, , e,} with p(e, , e,) = 1 and 
,kI(e, , ei) = 0 for i = 1, 2. Then V is split and is called a hyperbolic plane. 
3.3 THEOREM. Let R be a fun ring havilzg 2 a unit, The following are equivalent: 
(a) (V, /3) is split. 
(b) (V, /I) is an orthogonal sum of hyperbolic planes. 
Proof. Since a hyperbolic plane is split and orthogonal sums of split spaces 
are split (see [29, Lemma 6.2]), it is clear (b) implies (a). 
We assume (a), that (V, /3) is split. 
Since V is split, V = W @ Y where Wl = W. By 3.2, let {ei ,..., e } be an 
orthogonal basis for V. Let e = e, and u = ,!3(e, e).Then e = W + y for Win W 
and y in Y. Clearly y # 0 since P(e, e) = u a unit. Thus, u = /3(e, e) = 
2fl(W,y) + /I(y,y). Define CT: Y--f R by U( ) = &2W + y, ). Then o(y) = u 
and y is unimodular. Thus 0 is surjective and y generates a free direct summand 
of Y, Y = Ry @ y. 
Since V is split, Y is naturally isomorphic under x + /3( , X) with the dual 
space W* of W (see [29, p. 121). Th us, W* = Rf @ W where f is given by 
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f( 1 = B( Y Y). s ince W is finitely generated and projective, we may identify W
with its double dual W** = W* * ( ) via the pairing (w*, w) = w*(w) for w* 
in W* and w in W. Since f is unimodular in W*, there is an w in W with 
1 = (f, w> = f(w) = B(w, Y). 
Thus, we have an element w in W which is isotropic, i.e., /3(w, w) = 0 and w 
is unimodular. Further, H = Rw @ Ry is a hyperbolic plane. Then 
V = H 1 v by [27, 291. Applying 3.1 again, v is a free inner product space. It 
is easy to see V is also split. Hence, the proof follows by induction on the 
dimension of I’. 
A symmetric inner product space (V, /3) is said to have hyperbolic rank at, if 
there exists an orthogonal splitting V = Hr 1 ... J- Ht 1 r where the Ha for 
1 < i < t are hyperbolic planes. 
4. THE ORTHOGONAL GROUP AND FULL RINGS 
Let (V, fl) be a free symmetric inner product space of dimension n over a full 
ring R in which 2 is a unit. 
Let O(V) denote the orthogonalgroup of V, i.e., the set of all u in the general 
linear group GL( V) satisfying /3(0x, uy) = fi(x, y) for all x and y in V. If CT is in 
O(V) then 0 is called an isometry. 
Our terminology and notation will basically follow Chapter III of [27]. 
We fix the following notation for the remainder of this section: Assume the 
hyperbolic rank of V is 31 and dim(V) > 3. Then V = H 1 W where 
H = Ru @ Rv, p(u, u) = /3(v, v) = 0, and p(u, v) = 1, i.e., H is a hyperbolic 
plane. Under this hypothesis, we can describe some elements of 0( V) (see [18] or 
Chapter III of [27]). 
(a) Define d in O(V) by d(v) = u, d(u) = v, and d(x) = x for all x in W. 
(b) For 6 a unit of R, define @, by a.(u) = EU, a’,(w) = E-IO, and G<(x) = x 
for all x in W. 
(c) If x is in V with p(x, u) = 0, define E,,, by E,,,(z) = z - ,B(u, X)X + 
B(x, 4~ - iP(~, 4 P(u, 4~ and &e (if /J(x, V) = 0) in an anaIogous fashion. 
The maps E,,, and Eu9, are Eichler-Siegel tramvections. 
4.1 THEOREM. When V has hype&o&c rank >I, the maps E,,, , E,,, , A, and 
CD, are in O(V). Further: 
(4 &,dL, = E,,,,, , (E&-l = E,,-, , and E,,., = Eu,oLz for 01 a unit. 
(b) A-l@J = @6-I , @‘;I = @<P,-z . 
(c) cD-,A@~ = A, 42 = I. 
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(d) IfzisinV~thenz=cuu+6v+ywhereyisinW,~and6areinR.If 
x is in W. then 
E,,,(z) = [a + P(x,r) - tq+, x)]u + SzJ +- (y - 8x). 
(A similar formula is available for EU,=(z).) 
(e) If 0 is in O(V) and 6’ I,, = identity, then BE,,,&’ = Er,Bz . In general, 
BE,,,&1 = EBu,sa for 0 in O(V). 
(f) If x is in W, then @EEU,3@;1 = E,,,, = E,,A., .
Proof. See 3.15 and 3.16 of [27] or verify directly. 
Since V = H I Wand H is a hyperbolic plane, then W is a free symmetric 
inner product space. By 3.2 we may select an orthogonal basis {e, ,..., e,) 
(t = n - 2) of nonisotropic, i.e., P(ei , ei) = Vi a unit for 1 < i < t, vectors in W. 
If x = ale, + ‘+.+cr,e,isin Wandz=cuu+Sv+6,e,+..-t6,e,isiny, 
then 
EU.dZ) = [a+C ffisivi + 4s (C uj2Vj)] U + SV + 1 (Sj - 601~) ej 
from 4.1(d). Therefore, if z is unimodular and R is full, then there exist cur ,..., CQ 
in R with cy + C 01~ &vi + $S C (q2vJ = w a unit. This is the second motivation 
for the term “full.” 
That is, after a transformation of x by a suitable transvection E,,, with 
x = ale1 + ... + a,e, , we may assume E&Z) = 0lu + Sv + are, + ... + S,e, 
where 01 is a unit. Then, if y = a-l(6,e, + -a* + S,e,), E,,,E,,,(z) = h where h 
is in H. Further, h = OLU + 6~ where (II is a unit. 
4.2 THEOREM. Let R be a full ring having 2 a unit and let (V, p) be a free inner 
product space of hyperbolic rank >, 1. Then: 
(a) The orthogonal group O(V) is transitive on unimodular vectors of the same 
norm. 
(b) The orthogonalgroup O(V) is transitive on theset ofhyperbolicplanes in V. 
Proof. Let y and z be unimodular of the same norm, i.e., &y, y) = /3(z, a) 
and let V = H I W where H is a hyperbolic plane. By the above discussion, 
there exist products E and F of transvections such that 
E(Y) = +u + hv, 
F(x) = azu + 6,v, 
where 01~ and 01~ are units (H = Ru @ Rv). 
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Then 
@,;1F(z) = 24 + lx,s,v. 
Since /3(y, y) = /3(z, z), c~rSr = ‘~~8~ .Hence, Qa,;iE(y) = Qa5,,1F(x) and, conse- 
quently, y = E-l@~(YI@&J(.a). This completes the proof of (a). 
To show (b), we may assume that Hi and H, are hyperbolic planes where 
HI = H = Ru @ Rv. Suppose Hz = Rii @ RB where /3(& V) = 1, /?(a, u) = 
B(v, V) = 0. By part (a), we may transform u to U. Thus, assume u = ii. Then 
Z’ = OLU + Sv + w where w is in W, V = H 1 W. Since 6 = &u, 6) = 
B(u, 8) = 1, we have v = 01u + v + W. Then E,,,, will carry v into H and 
simultaneously fix u. Hence Hz is carried to HI . 
4.3 THEOREM (Cancellation). Let R be a full ring having 2 a unit. Let U, W, 
.znd & be free symmetric inner product spaces. If U 1 W N U 1 Z then W E Z. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the result when U = H where H is a hyperbolic 
plane. This follows since if U = (U, fi), then both sides of the above isometry 
may be augmented by replacing (Ii, /3) by (U, -/3) 1 (U, 8). But 
(U, -p) 1 (U, /3) is split and, by 3.3 it is a direct sum of hyperbolic planes. 
Then, by induction, we may assume U = H. Thus, let a: H 1 W-F H I Z 
be the given isometry. Let R = o(H). By the preceding theorem there is a 7 
in O(H _L Z) with TH = R. Since isometries carry orthogonal complements to 
orthogonal complements, the result follows. 
We note the above also shows that if Wand Z are nonsingular subspaces of a 
symmetric inner product space U, then any isometry CT: W - Z may be lifted 
to an isometry 6: U - U with 6 1 w = 0. 
Next we examine the generators of O(V) when V has hyperbolic rank 3 1. 
Suppose (T is in O(V) and I’ = H 1 Re, 1 ... 1 Re, where {e, ,..., e,} is an 
orthogonal basis for W = HI. Then /3(u(e,), O(e,J) = &es, e,). By the proof of 
4.2 there is a product or ... 7, of the isometries described in 4.1 with 
pi ... T,a(e,) = e, . Then 7i ... T,U: (Re,)l 4 (Re,J’. An induction argument 
would show the isometries described in 4.1 generate O(V) provided it is true 
for I/ = H 1 Re where e is nonisotropic. 
Thus, suppose I’ = H 1. Re where p(e, e) = w (a unit). Let (T be in O(V). 
Then u(H) = g where g is a hyperbolic plane. By the proof of 4.2 there is a 
product 7r ... T,? of isometries described in 4.1 with pi ... 7sc = identity on H. 
Further 71 ... ~~~0: H’- HI. Hence, pi ... T,p(e) = ale. Using /3(e, e) = w, one 
sees that 01~ = 1. 
To examine the equation (Y 2 = 1, let P be a prime ideal of R. The localization 
(a)p of cy satisfies (a)p = 1 in the local ring Rp . Since 2 is a unit, (a)p = fl. 
Let V = {Pin Spec(R) 1 (a)p = 1) and W = {P in Spec(R) / (a)p = -1). Thus 
I/ == Supp(or f I) and W = Supp(or - 1). Then Spec(R) is a disjoint unit of V 
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and W. This decomposition of Spec(R) determines apartition of unity 1 = e + f 
where e andf are orthogonal idempotents. Indeed, e = (a + 1)/2, f = (LX - 1)/l. 
This gives natural decompositions R = Re @ Rf, V = eV @f V and, in partic- 
ular, O(V) = O(eV) @ O(fV). (F or example, see [25] or [4].) After decomposi- 
tion of 0( V), we may assume 01 = 1 or a: = - 1. We now treat each case. 
If or ... r&e) = e, then r1 ... T*(T = I (identity) and u = 7;’ .‘. ~;l is thus 
given as a product of the isometries described in 4.1. 
Suppose 7i ... T,qo(e) = -e. This is more difficult and requires a brief 
digression. 
If x is a nonisotropic vector in V, then the symmetry of hyperplane rejection uz 
determined by x is defined by 
u&z) = z - 2 pf x 
x, x 
for all z in V. The symmetry (TV is an involution in O(V) and (TV = 
-I& I ~(RacP *
‘ 
In the previous discussion, if 7r ... ~,a(e) = -e then 7i ... rsu is precisely the 
symmetry cr, .The next lemma illustrates that a symmetry a, where x is in HI 
may be written as a product of the isometries described in 4.1. 
4.4 LEMMA. Let V = H 1 Wand x be nonisotropic in W. Then the symmetry 
ur is given by 
U x = A~-ta(z,z)Ev,-zEu,-(~~,e(~,~))E~,-~ . 
Proof. It is straightforward but tedious to check that both sides of the above 
equation agree on u, v and arbitrary w in W. 
Applying 4.4 to the above discussion gives the following theorem. 
4.5 THEOREM (Generators of O(V)). When R is connected, i.e., has trivial 
idempotents, and the hyperbolic rank of V is 3 1, the group O(V) is generated by the 
isometties E,,, , E,., , A, and ~0~ for various choices of x and 6.l 
Let A be a proper ideal of R. The ring morphism rr: R --f R/A induces a 
natural morphism of bilinear spaces Z-: (V, 8) -+ (V/AV, p) where fl is given by 
t%-% TY) = dk@IYN. 
Similarly, we obtain a group morphism ZT: O(V) + 0( V/AV) by (MU) = 
m(u(x)). Since V has hyperbolic rank 21 with a hyperbohc plane H = Ru @ Rv, 
it is easy to see V/AV has hyperbolic rank 21 with a hyperbolic plane R = 
Rn-u @ Rn-v. Hence, each generator of O(V/AV) is given by 4.5 and conse- 
quently (applying 2.6 for @J each generator in O(V/AV) has a generator 
preimage in O(V). Thus, we have the next theorem. 
1 The hypothesis of connected ring may be removed if d is defined with respect to 
nontrivial idempotents. 
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4.6. THEOREM. If R is connected, A is a proper ideal of R, and idempotents 1;ft 
module A then the group morphism 77: O(V) + 0( V/AV) is surjective. 
4.7 THEOREM. The center of O(V) is {cJ ( C? = +l}. 
Proof. The proof of the analogous result over a local ring given in [18, 
Lemma I] or [27, Theorem 111.22] carries over to the full ring without changes. 
The subgroup of 0( V) generated by all E,., and E,,, with x in Wis denoted by 
EO( V) and called the Eichler subgroup of O(V). Since the generators of O(V), by 
4.5, are of the form A, @, and E,,, , E,.,; and, since the E,,, , E,,, behave pro- 
perly under conjugation (see 4.1) by these generators, we have EO(V) a normal 
subgroup of O(V). 
Let Q(V) = [O(V), O(V)] be the commutator subgroup of O(V). 
We conclude by showing that if 3 is also a unit in R, then s2( V) = EO( V). 
4.8 THEOREM. Let 3 also be a unit in R. Then, if R is connected, 
EO(V) = Q(V) = [Q(V),Q(V)]. 
Proof. Prior to the proof we need a technical lemma: The lemma was 
proven over fields by Eichler [ 121 and later over local rings by James [ 181. The 
lemma may be verified irectly by checking the images of u and v and of x in W 
on both sides of the expression. 
4.9 LEMMA. If OL and 8 are in R and x is in W with 7 = 1 - &3(x, x)/2 a unit, 
then 
We now begin a proof of 4.8. To show EO( V) = Q(V) first observe E,,, = 
@sEu,z,8WL.-s,~ = [@a , Eu,z,z]. Thus EO( V) is in Q(V). 
To show !CZ?( V) is in EO(V), recall from 4.5, if 0 is in O(V) then 6 may be 
written as 0 = AYD~x where a is in (0, 11,~ is a unit, and x is in EO( V) (5.1 allows 
the factors to appear in the described order). Then, for 0 and + in O(V) 
where x1 = @,@r;’ is in EO( V), #, = @,&cD;~ is in EO( V), ,Q = cD~,~~@;~, and 
#z are in EO( V). Using 4.1 to remove A, we have 
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where I& is in EO( V). It remains to show Qez is in EO( V) for c a unit in R. Let 6 
be a unit and x be in W with /3(x, x) a unit. Set a: = (1 - 6) /3(x, x)-l2. Then 
E = 1 - C&(X, x)/2. Applying 4.9, we have @,-, (and hence QEz) in EO( V). Thus 
Q(V) = [O(V), O(V)] is in EO( V). 
Clearly [Q(V), Q(V)] = [EO( V), EO( V)] is in EO( V) = Q(V). On the other 
hand, E,,, = [Q , Eu,s13] is in [Q(V), Q(V)]. Thus EO( V) = [Q(V), i2( V)], 
completing the proof. 
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